You are helping put brilliant smiles on the faces of our neighbors around the world, including for Sanapaná indigenous communities in Paraguay. These families are caring for the precious Best Gifts that are now growing in their neighborhoods: gardens! The CWS family, and our trusted partners, are providing seeds, tools and ongoing support so that families can start growing new types of vegetables. It’s nutrition. It’s a hopeful new chapter. It’s a **Best Gift**.
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You’re receiving this card because someone thought of helping others when they thought of you. The gift purchased on your behalf means you’re transforming communities around the globe through responsible solutions to hunger, poverty, displacement and disaster. Thank you for being a part of Best Gift!

800-297-1516 | cwsglobal.org | cwsbestgift.org
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A gift has been given in your honor to support the life-sustaining work of CWS by